Dominate the winner’s circle with our brand-new Snapdragon® G3x Gen 1 Gaming Platform. This next evolution of gaming unites all the Snapdragon Elite Gaming™ Technologies to create a powerful new category of gaming devices. A truly cross-platform experience, the Snapdragon G3x supports the games you already love. Battle every foe, complete every quest, and level-up your skills—this is the premier place to play all your games, from virtually anywhere.

The best place to play all your games

Enjoy the power of Snapdragon Elite Gaming united with the unparalleled freedom of 5G, allowing you to stream your favorite PC, Xbox, PlayStation, and Android games from more places. Snapdragon G3x is built from the ground up, ushering in a new category of devices to take mobile gaming to the next level. This platform is designed to be the PC gaming rig of mobile games and provides the best possible experience for gaming in the palm of your hand.

Play Across Platforms

The Snapdragon G3x was designed with gamers in mind, following the guiding principle that gamers love games. The Snapdragon G3x lets gamers take this idea to the next level by aggregating all of games that you already love. Play native Android titles or stream your favorite games from your favorite cloud gaming platforms like Microsoft’s Game Pass Ultimate. And, even access your steam library. The Snapdragon G3x can bring your library of games together on a device unlike anything you’ve ever seen.

Power in the Palm of your Hand

The Snapdragon G3x will tear through even the most demanding titles and redefine expectations for handheld gaming. Support for up to 4K resolution and 144 FPS offers makes all your games shine. Plus, True 10-bit HDR enables gaming in up to a billion shades of vivid color. The immersion doesn’t stop there; with cutting edge haptics from Lofelt, you will feel the action like never before. High-end—and highly authentic—graphics mesmerize at every move, bringing the top-tier quality of desktop gaming to your hand-held experiences.

Enabling a whole new generation of gaming devices

• Snapdragon G3x: where Snapdragon Elite Gaming meets unparalleled 5G
• The best place to play all of your games
• Your comprehensive gaming arsenal
• The new Snapdragon G3x delivers a truly cross-platform gaming experience
• Game at your best—nearly anytime, anywhere

Highlights

• A ubiquitous game-streaming experience, either from a local device or cloud service
• Qualcomm® Adreno™ GPU Updateable Drivers for Gaming optimizations
• True 10-bit HDR Gaming with up to a billion shades of color
• Experience your wins by attaching to your favorite monitor or TV with up to 4k resolution at 144 fps
• Industry-leading performance per watt for sustained performance
• USB-C to support future XR accessories
• Play games from all your favorite platforms – Native Android along with streaming from Cloud, PC and Console

Specifications

• Qualcomm® Adreno™ GPU
• Qualcomm® Kryo™ CPU
• Qualcomm® Game Quick Touch
• Support for Variable Rate Shading
• Qualcomm® Game Color Plus
• Qualcomm® Game Smoother
• 5G mmWave Modem-RF System
• Qualcomm® FastConnect™ Subsystem with WiFi 6E
• Haptics Engine
• Snapdragon Sound™ Technology
• 4K TV out
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